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Redstone Diary 2018: Play

My Residence 2: Scandinavian Interiors From Residence Magazine

Redstone Press London 2017
ISBN 9780992831691
$ 16.45* -- Idea Code 17225

Arvinius + Orfeus Publishing Stockholm 2017
ISBN 9789187543593
$ 24.70* -- Idea Code 17183

author: Julian Rothenstein
Redstone celebrates its 30th year of producing playful diaries with its newest 2018 edition. Whether
you treat it like an agenda, a place to jot down thoughts, or a keeper of your deepest secrets, this
richly illustrated little book will be your trusted companion throughout every season of the year.
Themed around that which comes naturally in almost every aspect of our lives as humans – play –
the diary encourages remembering your childhood impulses and enjoying existence to the fullest.

'My Residence' is an annual publication in English, covering the best of Scandinavian interiors,
design, and architecture presented by 'Residence Magazine' throughout a year. This second issue
features the homes of 16 creatives in the Nordic region, including Kinfolk editor in chief Nathan
Williams in Copenhagen. There is also a section about the Finnish architect and designer Alvar
Aaltoo who has had an enormous impact on modern Scandinavian design.
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Macguffin 4: The Sink

Skateboarding Annual 3

Macguffin Amsterdam 2017
ISBN 24058203
$ 18.90* -- Idea Code 17165

Carhartt Weil am Rhein 2017
ISBN
$ 17.75* -- Idea Code 17215

The biannual design and crafts magazine featuring remarkable stories about ordinary things returns
with its fourth instalment – this time dedicated to the sink. An object that speaks volumes about who
we are and how we live, the sink’s many alluring manifestations are featured here in a variety of
ways. Some surprising sink typologies make an appearance, from inox sinks to kommunalka sinks,
plus specialised sinks for pathologists, babies, and more. Inside, a short story by prize-winning
author Kira Wuck, a series of photos of stainless steel sinks by Scheltens & Abbenes, writings about
kitchenettes, and an intriguing photo essay about Suriname Jungle Sinks by Viviane Sassen.

A rich selection of stories about art and travel, all at some point having to do with skateboarding.
First off in this issue, ‘Paving Space’, in which Raphaël Zarka combines geometric shapes he
found in science and nature with the movements of skateboarding, letting us decide whether it is
sculpture. Also in this issue, Lovenskate visits tea plantations in Kerala, India, in order to further the
dialogue between tea and skateboarding; Mauro Caruso offers insightful information on his sevenyear mission to skateboard in Gibellina, Sicily; a skateboard trip to Seoul to sample the old and new;
plus various exhibitions, book launches, and projects in New York, Paris, London, Berlin, Tokyo,
more.
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Sofa Issue 02 Summer 2017: What Are Cyber Hearts Made Of?
Edition Messner Berlin 2017
ISBN
$ 7.10* -- Idea Code 17170
While orbiting the new frontiers of cybersupportgroups, hook up apps, webcam love, virtual
nationhood, net art, hacking & stalking, porn tag hegemonies, AI empathy, political videogaming &
digital sexercising, 'SOFA' looks at the allure of digital relationships and how these are a new meta
level of loving and being that solve some of yesterday’s problems while creating new ones for
tomorrow. In this issue interviews with mavericks and the uncovering of the glitzy participation
promoted by cyberculture to ask whether it is real democracy or if user-friendly atmospheres mask
deeper emotional and psychological manipulations.
92 p, ills colour, 21 x 30 cm, pb, English
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